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	This book presents state-of-the-art scientific evidence and technological innovations to restore lands on the Loess Plateau of China, known worldwide for its serious land degradation and desertification problems. Supported by a rapidly developing Chinese economy and the dissemination of effective technology, the Grain-for-Green Project and Western Development Action launched by the Chinese government have resulted in successful ecological restoration and protection over the past 30 years. These programs have contributed not only to conservation of soil and water, but also to economic development. At the same time, however, these developmental interventions have brought new challenges that have not yet been fully addressed. The book describes (1) case studies of success and failure in practice, including rare success stories of combating desertification; (2) technical issues such as erosion control and breeding of stress-tolerant plant species, and socioeconomic measures taken by the Chinese government and lending policies with support from the World Bank; and (3) comprehensive measures against desertification, such as water and wind erosion, salinization, and deforestation. This volume is recommended for researchers and students above the undergraduate level in diverse fields including soil science, rural engineering, social technology and civil engineering, biology, ecology, climatology, physical and human geography, and developmental economics, among others. It also serves as a valuable resource for engineers, government officials, and NPOs and NGOs involved in afforestation, ecological restoration, combating desertification, disaster prevention, and sustainable rural development.
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Microsoft Office Project 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
10 books in 1— your key to success with Microsoft Project!   

   Your one-stop guide to managing your business with the world's #1 project management software   

   Want to save time and money with Microsoft Project? This friendly guide arms you with an arsenal of tools to get productive...
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Database Processing (12th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	The 12th edition of Database Processing: Fundamentals, Design, and Implementation refines
	the organization and content of this classic textbook to reflect a new teaching and professional
	workplace environment. Students and other readers of this book will benefit from new
	content and features in this edition.
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Metal Forming: Mechanics and MetallurgyCambridge University Press, 2007


	My coauthor Robert Caddell died in 1990. I have greatly missed interacting with him.





	The biggest changes from the second edition are an enlargement and reorganization

	of the last third of the book, which deals with sheet metal forming. Changes have been

	made to the chapters on bending, plastic anisotropy, and cup...
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Beginning Java with WebSphere (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2013

	Beginning Java with WebSphere provides a step-by-step guide for creating and installing both client- and server-based Java applications using Rapid Application Development v8, WebSphere Application Server 8.0, and Java.


	Since more and more Java applications are moving to the server and using HTML for the user interface, there is a...
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Mikoyan MiG-31 (Famous Russian Aircraft)Midland Pub Ltd, 2005
The MiG-31 Foxhound long-range interceptor flew in prototype form as the Ye-155MP in 1975 and entered production in 1979, with the first regiments becoming operational in 1982. It has also been sold to China, and it remains in service in significant numbers. Yefim Gordon, the doyen of Russian aviation writers, continues to amass an outstanding...
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Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++, Third Edition (Dover Books on Computer Science)Dover Publications, 2011

	With its focus on creating efficient data structures and algorithms, this comprehensive text helps readers understand how to select or design the tools that will best solve specific problems. It uses Microsoft C++ as the programming language and is suitable for second-year data structure courses and computer science courses in...
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